Visiting Professor Program
Academic year 2021/2022

DEPARTMENT OF LAW
TEACHING COMMITMENT: 22 hours

COURSE TITLE
International Arbitration

TEACHING PERIOD
2nd term

SCIENTIFIC AREA
International Law

LANGUAGE USED TO TEACH
English
The Degree Course is entirely taught in English

COURSE SUMMARY
The course will introduce students to the basics of international arbitration dealing with its theoretical foundation and its practical application. It will introduce the different types of international arbitration then focusing on international institutional commercial arbitration. It will cover the relationship between arbitral tribunal and national authorities, the issues relating to the arbitration agreement and its proper drafting; the issue of independence and impartiality of arbitrators as well as the issue of confidentiality. The course will review the major international arbitral institution and their procedural rules, and will analyse the issue of arbitrability and the role of state courts in the process of challenging or setting aside an award in the enforcement phase.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Providing the basic knowledge of the foundations of international arbitration and of its most relevant important institutions, namely ICC.
Developing skills for the understanding of international arbitration in its multi-faceted dimension, with a particular focus on the relationship with national courts authorities. Students will experience some of the most important steps in international arbitration also by role playing (claimant vs respondent) and case study.

**TUTORSHIP ACTIVITIES**
N/A

**LAB ACTIVITIES**
N/A

**OTHER ACTIVITIES BESIDES THE COURSE**
N/A

---

**VISITING PROFESSOR PROFILE**
The candidate should be an expert of International Arbitration from the academic and/or the professional viewpoint. Previous experience in the teaching of the matter, preferably in English, is required as well as international publications on the matter. Practical experience will be evaluated as added value. The Visiting Professor should be willing to co-teach the subject in a collaborative way, jointly with the Professor of the University of Torino who is in charge of the Course, to improve interaction with students in the classroom also through case law analysis and role playing.

**CONTACT PERSON AT THE DEPARTMENT**
Prof. Alberto Oddenino
alberto.oddenino@unito.it